FROM GRADE 5/6 Area
Teacher
The teacher in the classroom looks
Grumpy,
Grouchy,
She grumps,
Growl

Rain
The rain on the water looks
Sparkly
Sprinkle
It shimmers
Shines

Kids
The kids in the classroom sound
Annoying
Awful
It’s Awesome
Angry
By Tahlia

The Teacher on the floor looks,
Silly,
Smelly.
She’s smart
Slippery.

The Tiger at the zoo feels,
Terrified,
Tired.
It’s talking,
Torn.

The children in the class room smell
Fabulous
Fruity.
They’re friendly,
Fantastic.
By Shelby

The hair on my head looks
Smooth;
Silky;
It shines,
Shimmers.

The nail polish on my nails look
Polka dotty,
Pink;
It’s pretty,
Purple.

The song on my ipod sounds,
Retro,
Rolling;
It’s ripping,
Rocking.

The water bottle on the bench
looks,
Cold,
Chilled,
It’s closed,
Cool.
By Indi

The snail in the garden tastes
Crunchy,
Chewy
It Crawls
Cracks

The dog in the backyard looks
Dirty
Dreadful
It’s dangerous
Dramatic

The tunnel in the distance looks
Lonely
Lousy
It’s left out
Loathed

The teacher in the classroom sounds
Annoyed
Angry
It’s Awful
Aggressive

The snail in the garden tastes
Crunchy,
Chewy
It Crawls
Cracks

The dog in the backyard looks
Dirty
Dreadful
It’s dangerous
Dramatic

The tunnel in the distance looks
Lonely
Lousy
It’s left out
Loathed

---

**Tap Shoes**

17th April 2005
I am really excited there are a lot of people in the shoe shop today. I really hope someone buys me today. Yes! Someone is getting me out of the box to try me on. She loves me; I was exactly what she was looking for. When she walked all you could hear was clink, clank. She told her mum, that I was wonderful! So they bought me.

18th April 2005
It was dark and cold in the shoe box overnight. I couldn’t wait to get out, and start practising tap with my owner. Finally she got me out of the shoe box and put me on.

19th April 2005
My feet are really sore now. Yesterday my owner practised tap for 3 hours. I hope today she doesn’t practise for hours again. Instead ‘Oh No’ I have to get fixed, the metal plates on the bottom of me, has come loose. I hate getting fixed. The screwdriver they fix me with hurts!

21st April 2005
It has been three days and I’m so excited because my owner starts dancing today. I have been waiting ages for the day. Hopefully I don’t get smashed around too much. I’m here when I started I felt great. After dancing I felt like I was going to fall apart. ‘Oh No’ I have fallen apart. My owner and her mum said I have to go to the dump. They threw me out that afternoon. That was the end of me. 😞 By Tanika

The smell of rust and sweat filled my ‘souls’. I had no idea where I was. But I knew I wanted to get out.

*Getting picked up and chucked in tiny little box wasn’t really my cup of tea. The truck was rumbling and rattling me around in this claustrophobic little box. Then I was put on this strange grey shelf. Thousands of other brothers and sister surrounded me and my brother Bob. Days on end just sitting there, doing nothing and just kept thinking to*
myself “I have never been so bored in my entire life”.
Then one day completely out of the blue some random person came along and
shoved some big pink stubby things into Bob and then an even dirtier one into
me! He stomped on us up and down the walk way then he looked in this big silver
thing. I was amazed. I could see me and Bob and this very strange man standing
on top of us.
He finally took whatever they were out of me and Bob. Slammed us on a bench
and handed the lady a blue piece of paper.
“Oh no”! That man is on us again! But this time he decided to run. And so he did
he ran like the rain was coming. This turned out to be his daily routine.
After about 4 or 5 months I had started to form a huge hole in my sole and so
did Bob. We both had no idea about what was going to happen to us.
“ YOU HAVE GOT TO BE KIDDING ME!”  By Olivia

Autobiography of a Shoe
I can’t believe it. I’m in a rotten shoe factory. Hey, it’s another one of me! Yes. I’m going out
of this rotten place. Let’s go brother out to the open. No! Not a stupid box. Oh well too
bad.
Ow that hurt. Yes up we come off the back of the truck. I am getting picked up by a little
kid. He said to his dad, “Look what I got. They were on the road.”
I went to the kid’s place. He put his smelly feet in me. Owowow o wow! That really
hurts. Ow! They do not fit. So he takes the smelly foot out of me. The dog is ????
this. No don’t hurt me. No not my laces! WaaaWaaWaaWaaWaa.  By Connor L

17th November 1999
I am stuck, Trapped and squashed in a big bin with others that look…..Well Like me!!!
It is hot and humid and smelly as you know what But I’m surviving
17th November 1999
I am whizzing down a mechanical slope having fun then all of a sudden I am
picked up by a giant claw and dropped into a big black room. I was tossing and
turning bumping around in the pitch black then, Whack and that’s all I
remember.
19th November 1999
I wake up and I can’t see anything but black, nothing but black. Then a glimpse of light,
then a bucket of light until I can see all my surroundings. I see faces then, black
25th November 1999
After nearly a week of darkness and loneliness I wake up in a giant claw like the other
one. I am approaching the ground then I realise where and what I was doing. It was the
test I was being tested. I shut my eyes and hoped for the best.
26th November 1999
I am not in a giant black lonely container but I am with other pairs of shoes like me but
with no eyes and mouths. I get pulled out by that giant claw and pushed onto the
ground, then squished and flattened. I was in the air dangling on someone’s ears and
the others nose. I mean I’m Shoes not earrings and elephant trunks. Finally I am
where I’m supposed to be outside in the park. When suddenly dog poo, not dog poo
I miss the dog poo and land in the puddle
9th December 1999
I feel a hole in the sole of my shoe, my owner is crying and I don’t know what is
happening I am so weak I can’t move. My eyes wander to a sign saying
R.I.P It was for me  By Corey
FROM GRADE 1/2M&Y

I have 3 pets. They are fish, birds and a rabbit. I have 2 birds. They are a mum and dad. I used to have 2 rabbits but one died. I was sad. We did not bury him in a grave. We buried him under our tree. I did not like it. I have fish. They are goldfish. We needed new fish cleaner. By Kayne B

I went to Dad’s and Tom and I rode the motorbike. I broke the motorbike. By Riley M

I want to see the Easter Dragons. By Jayden

At Christmas I am going to Queensland in a caravan. It has a foldout bed and a lamp. Mum is going to get some paint and a paint brush. Koby is going to get one too. Brayden is coming and he is my friend. Lucy and Max are coming. By Carly F

On Good Friday it is Easter and my birthday is on Easter too. I will get easter eggs and presents too. I get to go to bowling on my birthday. When my birthday is finished I get to go to Melbourne. By Nicholas B

I have been to Melbourne and Queensland. I saw my friend Zack at the Eaglehawk Dahlia and Arts Festival. By Caleb

I am going to Sea Lake. I will go and see my Nana’s place. My Nana will be surprised. My Nana is lucky to have 2 grandchildren. By Tanneika

I had a Dad that was great all the time and a wonderful Dad for me. By Edward D

When it is Easter I am going to get lots of Easter eggs. By Aidan

On this Wednesday I’m going to the Stardust Circus and there will be performing lions, ponies, monkies, acrobats and much, much more. We’re going there because it’s my sister’s birthday. She got a shining red bag and a sparkly black bracelet and more girly stuff. She is really, really excited. Her name is Ebony and it’s her 10th birthday. Well I am younger than Ebony. My mum and dad are coming. I like lions. Ebony likes ponies and my dad likes monkies and mum likes acrobats. It will be fun! By Tabitha

At the Easter Parade I like the dragons coming near me. It's cool because it makes me happy. He is colourful and big. By Keeley

Consentino

We had a fantastic magician come to our school. It was a performance by Consentino. It was great fun. The bunny rabbit’s name was Mr. Snuggles. Jacobie helped him concentrate to make the table move. It was cool. He did a card trick with Rhiannan. We listened to lots of music and Consentino danced. He dressed up as an alien. There was a red light. There were doves there to. There was pink and blue. There were a lot of feathers on the floor everywhere. He had to train the animals so they can be in a show. There was a rubber can. He rubbed the hole away then he turned it to real coke then he drank it. By Grace 1/2S